1 Introduction the application interacts with its environment (e.g., via a netToday's software is increasingly dynamic, and its complexity work, through a GUI). Third, there are issues related to side is growing, together with the complexity of the environments effects. If a captured execution has side effects on the sysin which it executes. Because modern software can behave tem on which it runs, which is typically the case, replaying it quite differently in different environments and configurations, may corrupt the system. Furthermore, the environment may it is difficult to assess its performance and reliability outside have changed between capture and replay time, and there is the actual time and context in which it executes. Therefore, no guarantee that the system will behave in the same way the results of traditional testing and maintenance activitiesduring replay. Finally, existing techniques are not concerned performed in-house, on a limited number of configurations, with efficiency because they are not designed to be used onand using developer-created inputs-are often not represenline or on any kind of deployed software. Therefore, these tative of how the software will behave in the field [4, 9, 11 ] .
techniques typically impose a huge overhead during capture. To help address the limitations of purely in-house apTo better illustrate the above issues, Figure 1 shows a softproaches, we present a technique for capturing and replayware system that will be used as an example in the rest of ing executions of deployed software. Our technique works the paper. The system is a networked, multi-user application by (1) letting users specify a subsystem of interest, (2) autothat receives inputs from users and performs read and write matically identifying the boundary between such subsystem accesses to both a database and the filesystem. The example and the rest of the application, (3) efficiently capturing at runis representative of situations in which capturing all of the intime all interactions across this boundary, and (4) replaying formation required to replay a whole execution would involve the recorded interactions on the subsystem in isolation.
technical challenges (e.g., collecting the data that flows from
The technique can be useful for many maintenance tasks. the users to the application and vice versa), storage problems In testing, for instance, the ability to capture and replay ex-(e.g., the technique may have to record consistent portions of ecutions can allow for automatically getting test cases from the database), and privacy issues (e.g., the information prousers. Given a deployed program, we could capture user exevided by the users may be confidential). Using this kind of cutions, collect and group them into test suites, and then use application as an example lets us stress that many systems such test suites for validating the program in the way it is are complex and operate in a varied and complicated environment. However, the above issues would arise, to different *We presented an early version of this work at WODA 2005 [10] . In this' paper, we extend the technique, describe the SCARPE tool, discuss possible extents, for most applications (e.g., mail clients, word procesapplications of the approach, and present a more extensive empirical study.
sors, web servers). Figure 1 . Example application. technical report [5] .
Because the characteristics of the programming language Advantages of our Approach. Defining a technique for targeted by the technique considerably affect its definition, capture-replay of field executions that accounts for practiwe define our technique for a specific language: Java. Howcality, safety, and (to some extent) privacy issues involves ever, the technique should be generally applicable to other many challenges. Our technique is based on selective capture object-oriented languages with similar features. and replay of executions, is specifically designed to be used Terminology. We refer to the selected application subsyson deployed software, and addresses the issues with existtem as the observed set and to the classes in the observed set ing capture-replay techniques through a combination of novel as the observed classes (or code). Observed methods and obtechnical solutions and careful engineering.
servedfields are methods and fields of observed classes. We When practicality is concerned, our technique allows for define analogously unobserved set, unobserved classes, unlimiting the volume of data that we need to record because observed code, unobserved methods, and unobservedfields.
it lets users select a specific subset of the application for The term external code indicates unobserved and library code which to capture information. Moreover, it disregards data together. The term unmodifiable classes denotes classes that, although flowing through the boundary of the subsyswhose code cannot be modified (e.g., java. lang. Class) tem of interest, does not affect its execution, further reducing due to constraints imposed by Java Virtual Machines, and the the amount of data collected. (Intuitively, we capture only term modifiable classes refers to all other classes.
the subset of the application's state and environment required 2.1 Overview of the Approach to replay the execution on the selected subsystem.) Finally, Our technique consists of two main phases: capture and reour technique addresses the problems represented by complay. Figure 2 informally depicts the two phases. The capture plex execution environments because it always captures (and phase takes place while the application is running. Before replays) at the boundary between parts of the application, the application starts, based on the user-provided list of obTherefore, no custom capture mechanism is required when served classes, the technique identifies the boundaries of the different types of applications are considered.
observed set and suitably modifies the application to be able When safety is concerned, our technique eliminates all to capture interactions between the observed set and the rest side effects because it replays the subsystem in a sandbox of the system. The application is modified by inserting probes all interactions with the rest of the application and with the into the code through instrumentation.
environment are only simulated during replay.
When the modified application runs, the probes in the code When privacy is concerned, the use of our technique can suitably generate events for the interactions between the obhelp in two ways. First, it allows for excluding from the subserved classes and the external code. The events, together system of interest parts of the application that may handle with their attributes, are recorded in an event log. confidential information. Second, when this is not possible,
In the replay phase, the technique automatically provides our technique can be used to perform the replay on the users' a replay scaffolding that inputs the event log produced during machines instead of retrieving the captured execution and recapture and replays each event in the log by acting as both playing it in-house. For example, if the technique is used to a driver and a stub. Replaying an event corresponds to eiperform expensive dynamic analyses on some part of an apther performing an action on the observed set (e.g., writing CALLRET, and EXCIN events (incoming events) is neces--1, which correspond to null values and static accesses, resary to replay executions, the need for recording the events spectively.) If it finds an entry, it retrieves the object associgenerated in the observed code(outgoing events) depends on ated with that entry and uses it to reproduce the event. Oththe specific use of our technique. For example, if we use the erwise, the technique increments the global counter, creates a technique to generate unit or subsystem test cases for regresplaceholder object of the appropriate type, and creates a new sion testing, outgoing events are useful because they can be entry in the map for that instance with the current value of the used as oracles. For a different example, if we use the techglobal ID. A placeholder object is an object whose type and nique to compute def-use coverage off-line, we can disregard identity are meaningful, but whose state (i.e., the actual value outgoing events. For space reason, instead of discussing how of its fields) is irrelevant. We need to preserve objects' idenour technique replays the various events, we only illustrate tity and type during replay for the execution to be type safe the replay of one type of events, OUTCALL events, using the and to support some forms of reflection (e.g., instanceof).
example code in Figure 1 . The mechanisms used to replay all Our technique uses placeholder constructors to build placeother types of events are discussed in detail in [5] . holder objects. For modifiable classes, the placeholder constructor is a new constructor added by our event is of the wrong type or the parameters do not match It provides the scaffolding that mimics the behavior of the ex-(e.g., the target of the call differs between capture and replay ternal code for executing the observed code in isolation. The or a parameter of the outcall does not match the correspondreplay scaffolding processes the events in the event log and ing captured parameter), an error is reported to the user. ing able to perform dynamic analysis on the users platforms Our technique works under some assumptions. First, we aswould provide software producers with unprecedented insume that there is no direct access from an unmodifiable class sight on the way their software is used in the field. A perto a field of an observed class. Unmodifiable classes are typfect example is the identification of memory-related problems ically in system libraries, so we expect this assumption to performed by tools like Valgrind [14] . These tools have been hold in most cases libraries do not typically know the strucused very successfully in-house to identify such problems, ture of the application classes. Second, because our current but may miss problems that occur only in some specific conimplementation does not instrument native code, we also asfiguration or for some specific runs. Unfortunately, the oversume that there is no direct access from native code to an head imposed by these runtime memory-checking tools is too observed field. Except for this case, our technique can handle high for them to be usable on deployed software. native methods in external code like any other method. FiOur technique could be used to capture user executions, nally, we assume that the interleaving due to multi-threading store them on the user machines, and rerun them while perdoes not affect the behavior of the observed code because our forming dynamic analysis when free cycles are available technique does not order "internal events" (e.g., calls between (e.g., at night). The only data collected in-house would be observed methods), which occur naturally during replay.
Additional Technical Details
the results of the analysis, possibly further sanitized, which would help address privacy issues and also limit the amount 2.4.2 Special handling of specific language features. of data to be transferred over the network. Additionally, if Reflection. Our technique can handle most uses of recapturing all executions would still result in too much data flection. However, in some cases (e.g., when reflection being collected, some criterion could be used to decide which is used in external code to modify fields of observed executions to collect. There are several criteria that could classes), additional instrumentation is required. For inbe used to this end, some of which may depend on the spestance, to capture reflection-based field access events, the cific kind of analysis the software producer is interested in additional instrumentation intercepts calls to "getter" (e.g., performing. For example, one criterion could be to collect getByte (java. -lang. Object)) and "setter" (e.g., only executions that terminate with an exception and discard setBoolean (java. lang. Object)) methods of class normally-terminating runs.
java. lang.reflect .Field.
Debugging of Deployed Applications
Arrays. To correctly handle all accesses to arrays, some additional instrumentation is also required. In particular, our Consider again the example in Figure 1, Figure 3 provides a high-level view of how the tool works all or part of it on the changed program. The effectiveness of during capture and replay. During capture, SCARPE'S instruregression testing highly depends on how well the regression mentation module inputs the program to be captured and the test suite represents the way the program is used in the field. observed set, instruments the classes in the observed set and
The problem of unrepresentativeness of a test suite can ac-the classes that access fields of such classes, and produces tually be more serious for regression testing than for testing an instrumented version of the program that is ready to be of new applications: the release of a new software version is deployed. (SCARPE can also instrument classes on the fly; typically targeted to users who are already familiar with the we do not discuss this functionality here for brevity.) While application. Differences in behavior between the old and the users interact with the program, the instrumentation probes new versions are likely to generate more user dissatisfaction send raw events to the capture module. Raw events contain than, for instance, the lack of a feature in a new product.
enough information for the module to build the actual execuUnfortunately, regression test suites often exercise the aption events that are then recorded into an execution log. plication in a very different way than the actual users, as During replay, the replay module inputs an execution log shown by some of our previous work [9] . Our capture-replay and suitably reproduces and consumes execution events, as technique could address this problem by generating regresdescribed in Section 2.1. It is worth noting that SCARPE sion subsystem and unit test cases from complete, real user needs to instrument the program also during replay, to enexecutions captured in the field. These test cases would have sure that the program operates in a sandbox. To this end, the advantage of testing the software exactly in the way it is all interactions between the observed and the external code used on the field. These subsystem and unit test cases could are transformed, through bytecode rewriting, into interactions be collected, for example, in the form of JUnit test cases, and between the observed code and the replay module. The recould be used to test new versions of such subsystems and play module acts as the replay scaffolding, that is, it mimics units. Test cases could be captured in the field and sent back the behavior of the external code. to the software producer, where they are collected and used 5 Empirical Evaluation as a regular regression test suite. Test cases could also be stored on the users' machine and be run on the new version To assess the feasibility and the efficiency of our apof the program remotely, with only their outcome collected proach, we performed two preliminary empirical studies usat the software producer's site. Like for the previous appliing SCARPE on two software subjects. In the studies, we incation, this second approach would allow for (1) eliminating vestigated two research questions: privacy issues, and (2) 
